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preface

Solve the epidemic era, in the frequent between countries "currency war",
strategic science and technology blockade, trade containment and multinational
capital pursuit of global trade freedom, the contradiction between global capital
free circulation, etc., has formed a new global problem, among them, efficient
global asset circulation and payment system, become the key entry point to solve
the contradiction.
Payment is an important residence node of information flow and capital flow in
trading activities. Controlling payment means mastering the entrance of traffic. For
Internet enterprises, traffic brings users, data and capital flow, and is the core
competitiveness of the era of the Internet of Things; For blockchain enterprises, the
import of traffic is active in cryptocurrency application scenarios. In the early stages
of blockchain development, mastering the payment terminal means mastering the
channel entry.
The emergence of blockchain technology, for millions of millions of payment
industry has a huge impact, network payment, mobile payment and smaller and
more high frequency M2M (machine to machine) payment theory and time is
focusing on the centralized network payment, payment means based on blockchain
technology has become the focus and focus of the current research.The existing
cryptocurrency payment system is still in the early stage, and there are many
problems to be solved, such as BTC and excessive exchange rate fluctuations in ETH
payment.
Singapore's CryptoCoinPay LTD., under the leadership of internationally
renowned blockchain technology experts and community elites, has created a new
generation of encrypted digital currency payment platform-CryptoCoinPay.
CryptoCoinPay firmly believes that payment is the entrance of all modern value
circulation behavior, is the core of flow and data, but limited by the industry
restrictions and pain points, the existing payment system needs disruptive change,
based on this, CryptoCoinPay is committed to building value new Internet era, the
fourth generation payment token system and asset circulation ecology, in order to
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drive value unbounded circulation.
This white paper will detail the development background, ecological model
and technical architecture of CryptoCoinPay, in order to provide an infrastructure
and industry reference benchmark for industry development.
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Chapter I Overview of the Development
of the Global Payment Industry
1.1 Introduction to the payment industry
Payment transactions are the basis of social and economic activities, and their
functions are mainly undertaken by banks, and they are supervised by banks and
the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission.With the iterative update
of information technology, payment scene mobile terminal and offline payment
small high frequency, payment settlement scenarios and terminal demand rapid
growth, the banking system has become more and more difficult to meet the
growing payment demand, the third-party payment by undertaking a large number
of small high frequency payment settlement demand, and traditional financial
institutions large low frequency settlement business complementary relationship,
to provide customers with more convenient and personalized payment services.
The market size of third-party payments has grown rapidly from 16.9 trillion
yuan in 2013 to nearly 200 trillion yuan in 2020. The transaction size has increased
by more than 10 times in the past five years, with a compound growth rate of more
than 80% in the past three years.The market size is expected to reach 400 trillion
yuan in 2022, while the increase will remain high over the next three years.After
more than a decade of industry development, the rise of Internet payment and
mobile payment has further promoted the development of the third-party payment
industry with a transaction scale of more than one million billion yuan. The rise of
third-party payment has greatly improved the traditional banking problems such as
high transfer fees and slow arrival time.
Traditionally, third-party payment includes online payment, mobile payment,
bank card receipt business, cross-border e-commerce, etc.As non-financial
institutions, third-party institutions establish payment and settlement channels
between banks, merchants and users. On the one hand, they sign agreements with
banks to build data exchange and information transmission networks; on the other
hand, they link merchants and integrate users to gradually form a platform with
transaction as the core and establish fast, convenient and effective transaction
settlement services.
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At present, the third-party payment market has become the most mature
industry in Internet finance, and is widely used in various scenarios. Payment is an
important residence node of information flow and capital flow in trading activities.
Controlling payment means mastering the entrance of flow, for Internet enterprises,
traffic brings users, data and capital flow, is the core competitiveness of the era of
Internet of Things; for blockchain enterprises, traffic import is active application
scene of cryptodigital currency application, and in the early stage of blockchain
development, mastering payment terminal means mastering channel entry.

1.2 Disadvantages of traditional payment model
Although the third-party payment has made great progress compared with the
bank settlement system, the third-party payment is still based on the bank's
settlement system. The traditional bank settlement system still has many
shortcomings that need to be solved urgently. Taking the example of international
payment, we can clearly see where the core problem lies.
1) Low efficiency
In the traditional cross-border payment model, the bank processes the
payment transactions in batches at the end of the day, and it usually takes at least
24 hours to complete a cross-border payment. Moreover, in the traditional
payment mode, manual reconciliation between banks is required, which will also
take some time.
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2) Expensive
The traditional cross-border payment model has four costs: payment
processing costs, receiving fees, financial operating costs and reconciliation costs.
According to the World Economic Forum report "The Future of Global Financial
Infrastructure", generally speaking, the remittance fee of the remitter is 7.68% of
the remittance amount. The average cost of a bank’s use of a correspondent bank
to complete a cross-border payment is between US$25 and US$35. This cost is 10
times the cost of a settlement using the Automatic Clearing House (ACH) in Japan
as an example. above.
3) Poor liquidity
In the traditional cross-border payment model, in order to maintain liquidity,
banks need to hold currencies of multiple countries in their bank accounts. Such
accounts are called "current accounts." Since it is difficult for the remittance bank to
predict when the correspondent bank will confirm its transfer information, it has to
hold a certain amount of foreign currency in the current account.
4) Force majeure factors
Due to external force majeure reasons such as changes in policies or wars, a
country’s currency is likely to lose trust and endorsement, resulting in depreciation
of the national currency of the issued currency and inability to circulate. Moreover,
in the traditional cross-border payment model, not all banks can join SWIFT. In
other words, joining SWIFT is not economical.
The emergence of blockchain technology has had a huge impact on the
multi-billion-dollar payment industry. The theory and time of online payment,
mobile payment, and smaller and higher frequency M2M (machine-to-machine)
payments are changing. Pan-centralized network payment focus, and payment
methods based on blockchain technology have become the hotspot and focus of
current research. At the same time, relying on blockchain technology, the birth of
encrypted digital currency has brought a powerful change to the transformation of
payment models.
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1.3 Blockchain and cryptocurrency
Blockchain technology originated from the groundbreaking paper "Bitcoin: A
Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" published in 2008 by a scholar with the
pseudonym "Satoshi Nakamoto" (Satoshi Nakamoto). In a narrow sense, a
blockchain is a chained data structure that combines data blocks in a sequential
manner in chronological order, and is a distributed ledger that cannot be tampered
with or forged that is guaranteed by cryptography. Broadly speaking, blockchain
technology uses block-chain data structures to verify and store data, uses
distributed node consensus algorithms to generate and update data, uses
cryptography to ensure the security of data transmission and access, and uses
automated scripts. A new distributed infrastructure and computing paradigm in
which smart contracts composed of codes are used to program and manipulate
data.
With the improvement of people's awareness of the scope and availability of
blockchain technology, people have carried out the research and development and
implementation of the underlying core technology, on-chain applications and
scenarios of the blockchain with great enthusiasm. The research and exploration of
blockchain technology mainly focus on 3 levels:
The first is the underlying technology and infrastructure layer, which mainly
includes basic protocols and blockchain-related hardware content. The second is
the general application and technology expansion layer: provide services and
interfaces and related technical services for the vertical application layer of the
industry. The services provided include smart contracts, fast calculations, mining
services, information security, data services, BaaS, solutions, anti-counterfeiting
traceability Wait. The third is the vertical industry application layer: implemented in
vertical fields such as finance, digital currency, entertainment, supply chain,
healthcare, law, energy, public welfare, social networking, the Internet of Things,
and agriculture.
At present, people have invested great enthusiasm in the development and
application of blockchain technology. Among the teams engaged in blockchain
research and development, the team engaged in the research of the underlying
technology of the blockchain accounts for about 20%. The chain is used in various
practical application scenarios and vertical industries to account for 80% of the
teams. Compared with the application layer, the underlying protocol can create
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Token market value, and it also decentralizes the traditional Internet model of
application layer data centralization. Under the blockchain system, the application
layer project itself becomes a complete service provider and no longer has the
value of user traffic and data. The value of these personal data is dispersed to users,
and the underlying protocol will be more valuable than the application layer.
Driven by blockchain technology, the emergence of encrypted digital currency
provides more possibilities for value circulation in traditional transactions. Currency
is a tool, the purpose is to facilitate the transaction, the important thing is the
increase in the welfare of all traders, not the currency itself. The transaction
increases the interests of both parties to the transaction, so there will be a
transaction, in which payment is the core bearing center of the transaction.
Encrypted digital currency is a set of equation open source codes that rely on
computer operations. It is generated through a large number of operations on the
computer's graphics card and CPU, and uses cryptographic design to ensure the
security of all links in currency circulation. It does not rely on the issuance of legal
tender institutions and is not subject to bank control. The representative of
encrypted digital currency is Bitcoin. The concept of Bitcoin was originally
proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto on November 1, 2008, and was officially born on
January 3, 2009. Bitcoin is an open source software designed and released based on
Satoshi Nakamoto's ideas and the P2P network constructed on it. It is a virtual
encrypted digital currency in the form of P2P. Peer-to-peer transmission means a
decentralized payment system.
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Unlike all traditional currencies and electronic currencies, Bitcoin does not rely
on specific currency institutions to issue. It is generated through a large
number of calculations based on specific algorithms. The Bitcoin economy
uses a distributed database composed of many nodes in the entire P2P
network to confirm and record all transaction behaviors, and uses
cryptographic design to ensure the security of all links in currency circulation.
The decentralized nature of P2P and the algorithm itself can ensure that the
value of the currency cannot be manipulated through the mass production of
bitcoins. The design based on cryptography can make the bitcoins only be
transferred or paid by the real owners, which also ensures the ownership and
circulation of the currency Anonymity of transactions.
With the increase in the market value of Bitcoin and the expectations of the
future prospects of encrypted digital currencies in the market, the types of
encrypted digital currencies around the world are becoming increasingly
prosperous. Encrypted digital currency has the following characteristics:
• Decentralization: Most of the entire network of encrypted digital currency is
composed of users. There is no bank. Decentralization is the guarantee of the
security and freedom of encrypted digital currency.
• Worldwide circulation: Encrypted digital currency can be managed on any
computer connected to the Internet, and anyone can mine, buy, sell or
receive encrypted digital currency no matter where they are.
• Exclusive ownership: A private key is required to manipulate encrypted digital
currency, which can be stored in any storage medium in isolation, and no one
can obtain it except the user himself.
• Low transaction fees: You can remit encrypted digital currency for free, or you
can pay a very low transaction fee to ensure faster transaction execution.
• No hidden costs: As a means of payment from A to B, encrypted digital
currency does not have cumbersome limits and procedures, and you can
make payments when you know the address of the other party.
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1.4 Existing digital currency market drawbacks
The development of cryptocurrency has also led to the prosperity of blockchain
technology application, but in essence, the cryptocurrency payment system is still
subject to the defects of blockchain technology and the underlying technology of
transaction providers.
1) Security and privacy are difficult to guarantee
Statistics show that the digital economy brought about by "Internet +"
continues to grow, reaching nearly US$14 trillion in 2020. "Internet +" brings
the digitization of various industries, allowing data and mobile technology to
better circulate and serve various industries, and the digital economy plays
an important role in economic balance.
With the increasing variety of digital assets, the difficulty of management
gradually increases, and the application channels of digital assets are also
relatively limited, and its security, privacy, and convenience are difficult to
guarantee. At present, the separation of application tools, wallets and
communications in the market makes the use of digital assets scattered
among different applications, separated from each other. The process of
initiating transactions has problems such as lack of security trust and
misoperation, and it is not convenient for users to build their own
communities. .
2) Inconvenient digital asset management
Despite the rapid development of the digital currency market, there is still no
good solution for the storage and management of digital currency. How to
safely back up the wallet key or address private key of a digital currency is
already a barrier to users. Threshold. Faced with more and more digital
currency categories, when users carry out different asset allocation or
diversified investments, the management threshold is further increased, and
the corresponding strategy-either for different types of digital currencies,
install different decentralized wallets respectively Management; either simply
put it in a centralized wallet or exchange, and let the central agency manage
it on its behalf.
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The former has brought great inconvenience to users' use and management,
and the latter has certain security risks (the central organization is attacked,
or the situation of poor management and bankruptcy will bring asset losses).
How to better balance safety and convenience is the direction that service
providers in this field have been working hard on.
• There are many types of digital currencies, and a single wallet cannot meet
the needs of most people;
• Various wallets need to back up their private keys securely;
• When users carry out different asset allocations or diversify investments, they
need to manage various digital assets;
• People who are afraid of trouble simply put their digital currency on the
trading platform, but this has certain security risks.
3) Backward digital asset infrastructure
Encrypted digital asset management infrastructure is backward Compared with
traditional financial products, the management of encrypted digital assets
relies

more

on

technical

means.

Encrypted

digital

asset

investors

transformed from early geek communities and miners have a natural
advantage and can realize self-encrypted digital asset management through
technical means. But for most investors, encrypted digital assets and
blockchain technology are still unfamiliar fields, and convenient and
professional tools

are the

first

choice

for

encrypted

digital asset

management. If the investment channels and methods can be easily
obtained while asset management, and play a role in storing and generating
interest, this will be very happy for the holders of encrypted digital assets.
The most common encrypted digital asset management tools in the market are
exchanges and wallets. The exchange serves for the trading of encrypted
digital assets, which is essentially a game market, requiring investors to be
responsible for their own investment decisions, and to be responsible for
their own profits and losses. Wallets provide decentralized storage services.
Users need to save public keys, private keys, addresses, mnemonics, etc.
according to requirements. Once relevant information is lost, the encrypted
digital assets in the wallet cannot be retrieved. Compared with wallets,
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encrypted digital assets stored on exchanges may cause users to suffer
losses due to asset fluctuations and investment failures. Blockchain security
experts have said that on average, nearly 2.5 million U.S. dollars of encrypted
digital currencies are removed from exchanges every day. Pirate.
It can be seen that the current encrypted digital asset management
infrastructure is still lagging behind. Not only are exchanges and wallets
unable to provide encrypted digital asset value-added services, there may
also be a variety of risks that may cause the loss of encrypted digital assets,
not to mention the use of encrypted digital assets. More financial functions
such as settlement, payment, mortgage, etc.
• The performance of the Bitcoin network is severely insufficient;
• The computing power is becoming more and more concentrated, which
violates the original intention of blockchain decentralization;
• The design concept of Ethereum smart contracts couples financial logic and
business logic together, which is a huge problem.
4) High barriers to transaction and exchange
At present, digital currency transactions and exchanges are mainly completed
through

exchanges,

which

is

a

high

threshold

for

non-professional

users-registering an exchange requires strict real-name identity authentication;
trading digital currency requires learning related processes and operating steps,
recharge and withdrawal There are usually certain restrictions; the exchange
between digital currencies requires first to exchange the digital currency for legal
currency, and then to buy another digital currency with the legal currency.
Another way is for a service provider like LocalBitcoins to provide
over-the-counter digital currency transactions. Users who need to buy and sell have
their own quotes. Everyone only needs to see the right price as if using a C2C mall,
and one-to-one transactions. But the disadvantage is that in order to ensure that
both parties to the transaction do not default, the digital currency usually needs to
be hosted on the platform during the transaction, which in turn derives the risk of
possible default by the platform, subjective theft of coins or objective losses due to
hacking and other reasons.
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• More cumbersome real-name authentication and security verification;
• The transaction process also needs to learn some related processes and
operating steps;
• Limited types of trading pairs;
• Certain digital currencies cannot be purchased directly with fiat currencies.
5) Missing application scenarios
For digital currency to have a longer-term development, it must be supported
by a wider range of application scenarios. At present, with the in-depth research in
the blockchain field, especially the exploration of the direction of smart contracts,
there are gradually some product solutions that are combined with real economic
life to seek win-win cooperation on the enterprise side. However, it is still very
scarce to actually land and use on a large scale, and at the same time, there are only
a handful of services for the user side. Whether it is Bitcoin, Ethereum, or various
newly issued tokens based on smart contract platforms, only with more interaction
with the physical world can the value of the digital currency itself be increased,
thereby promoting the prosperity of the digital currency market and the physical
world The efficiency is improved.
• If digital currency wants to continue to appreciate, it must solve the existing
pain points in some industries;
• The products that are actually implemented and used on a large scale are still
rare, and the services for the user side are even rarer.
In

response

to

the

challenges

of

the

current

blockchain

industry,

CryptoCoinPay has carried out a series of innovations in blockchain technology and
concepts,

providing

CryptoCoinPay to

a

solve

complete
the

blockchain

transaction

and

payment
payment

solution,

enabling

between

different

cryptocurrencies. At the same time, it is expected to become a bridge between the
blockchain world and the real business world.
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Chapter II Overview of the CryptoCoinPay
Project
2.1 Introduction to CryptoCoinPay
CryptoCoinPay was initiated and created by Singapore's CryptoCoinPay LTD., a
new generation of encrypted digital currency payment platform, which establishes
a smooth and stable channel for universal payment, anonymous payment, BTC and
ETH transfer payment. CryptoCoinPay will build an advanced blockchain payment
underlying system with the support of the Ethereum public chain, which mainly
includes:
•

Build the underlying platform of CryptoCoinPay to provide blockchain

support services for the digital economy;
•

Provide payment application solutions, and third parties can formulate

reasonable payment models based on the actual conditions of each industry;
• Through an innovative consensus model, solve the problem of excessive
exchange rate fluctuations in BTC and ETH payments;
•

Issuing CCP tokens for merchants supporting CryptoCoinPay or private

trading transactions;
• Create a CryptoCoinPay ecosystem, integrate industrial assets, and realize
industry-finance docking services.
In the CryptoCoinPay system, the underlying technology of the integration of
blockchain and payment has been innovatively applied. Through blockchain
technology, point-to-point value transfer is realized, and a decentralized payment
that supports multiple industries is constructed according to the underlying
communication protocol. Application ecosystem.
In terms of consensus mechanism, considering the degree of decentralization,
practicality, and technical reliability, based on the Ethereum public chain technology,
the realization of distributed networks, Ledgers, consensus, gateways, distributed
transactions, multi-currency transactions, wallets, Basic functions such as payment
and digital asset issuance make smart contracts more practical and more in line
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with business rules, build a bridge from the real world to the blockchain world, and
provide better support for financial services. Therefore, with the support of the
Ethereum public chain, an API interface similar to PayPal will be provided to global
developers to realize functions such as on-chain payment, fund clearing, query
statistics, etc., to create an open and comprehensive blockchain 4.0 payment
ecosystem.
As a payment intermediate platform, CryptoCoinPay provides a commercial
payment platform (Commercial platform) for merchant users, which can realize
one-click access to CryptoCoinPay payment and cross-border payment solutions.
For individual users, CryptoCoinPay provides mobile DAPP wallets, communication
modules

based

on

RSA

algorithm

encryption,

over-the-counter

secured

transactions, fast transactions, and many other functions customized for encrypted
digital currency users.

2.2 Platform development vision

Comparing the development path of Internet technology, we found that both
the blockchain technology itself and the applications based on blockchain
technology are in the early stage of the industry's development and there are many
directions worth exploring. Therefore, we hope to build a brand new blockchain
ecosystem as an optional Internet value transfer protocol in the future world, and
push the ease of use of the entire blockchain industry one step forward. This is also
the reason why we designed CryptoCoinPay .
Transactions between traditional centralized institutional systems often require
a trusted third-party institution as a transaction intermediary. These financial
systems use a centralized ledger in the institution to track the circulation of assets.
Therefore, the centralized system obtains the final state of transaction data and
asset data by summarizing the data of all nodes, and synchronizes the partial state
of the ledger to all The parties involved in the transaction. And this is also the
characteristic of the current third-party platform.
As far as the commercial application value of CryptoCoinPay is concerned, by
adopting blockchain and distributed ledger technology, decentralized ledger will
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replace the centralized payment intermediary platform, and the transaction data
will be jointly operated, authenticated, and verified through a multi-institutional
joint method. As well as the ownership of assets, to prevent fraud and manipulation.
Therefore, CryptoCoinPay's decentralized payment system is safer, faster, and
cheaper than the existing centralized payment system.
However, CryptoCoinPay is not only limited to the functions of commercial
application scenarios, it also has a broader potential application extension, which
will bring a subversive impact on the global blockchain underlying technology field,
payment field and traditional financial industry. CryptoCoinPay is committed to
expanding the application and technical boundaries of blockchain technology, so
that ordinary Internet users can feel the value of blockchain technology, and
building a new ecosystem of developers and users based on blockchain technology.
We believe that the emergence of blockchain technology is an important
moment in human history. More efficient, more transparent, and more inclusive
Internet, financial and identity services will make human society better. With the
development of the CryptoCoinPay ecosystem, it is expected that certain
characteristics of the Ethereum blockchain network, such as low transaction
throughput and high cost, will make it necessary for CryptoCoinPay to perform
platform migration.
We are building the underlying infrastructure of CryptoCoinPay, powered by
CryptoCoinPay, designing from the source, realizing global payment transactions
with almost zero time and cost, CryptoCoinPay will be a high-performance
blockchain solution that supports smart contracts. Designed to prioritize scalability,
security, speed, and future adaptability.
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2.3 CryptoCoinPay wallet system
Rely on CryptoCoinPay underlying payment system. With CryptoCoinPay wallet,
we will solve the inconvenience of managing the circulation of multiple
digital assets, the complicated process of exchange transactions, the poor
transmission of value, and the historical problems of digital asset
applications for users, and provide a powerful infrastructure for the digital
currency field to promote the application and development of digital
currency.
The core value of CryptoCoinPay wallet is to implement and reflect the market
authenticity and circulation of digital assets, and to create more convenient
and quicker realization of the authentic circulation performance of the global
cryptocurrency industry for individual users. In our plan, any cryptocurrency
can be paid by scanning the code as long as it is in the CryptoCoinPay wallet.
The scanning code is the safe address. Even with deposit, withdrawal or more
functions.
CryptoCoinPay wallet is easy to operate, not only entry-level users can use it
freely, but experienced users can also choose different professional
investment functions in CryptoCoinPay wallet for their unique transaction
needs. The CryptoCoinPay wallet can be directly and simply operated on
mobile devices. These new technical features will make the application of
cryptocurrency more practical.
Supported by the underlying technology of Ethereum, the CryptoCoinPay
wallet has the following features:
• More secure: path security, data security, tamper-proof and no single point of
failure;
• Faster: real-time transactions, no payment intermediaries, faster cross-border
settlement;
•

Cheaper: low-cost transactions, low transaction commissions, and no
intermediary commissions.
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2.4

Lightning

payment

and

high-frequency

payment system

In addition to the changes to the traditional payment model, CryptoCoinPay
will also implement the construction of a cross-chain payment system through the
application

of

the

Lightning

Payment

Network

and

the

integration

of

high-frequency payments.
1）Transaction channel and lightning payment
CryptoCoinPay uses multi-signature technology to establish transaction
channels to achieve extremely fast transactions comparable to the Lightning
Network. The core of CryptoCoinPay payment technology is to achieve extremely
fast transactions through multi-signature technology. Its security is higher than
zero confirmation, and its simplicity and landing are better than Lightning Network.

The core process of implementing cross-chain lightning payment:
• Collect the respective public keys of A and B to generate a CryptoCoinPay
multi-signature address: Assume that A is the holder of the 1Bit address and B is
the holder of the 1Dog address. The public key can generate two 2-of-2
multi-signature synthesis addresses after exchanging the position of the public key,
namely the 3CSm address and the 3Njd address. The public key is information that
can be disclosed, and it can be actively disclosed. You can also quickly generate
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synthetic addresses online.
• A constructs the transaction TX1 sent to the contract address, and sends back
the transaction TX2 from the synthetic address lock time to B: A uses the private key
of the 1Bit address and signs to construct a transaction sent to the 3CSm synthetic
address, as long as it is enough to get it The transaction ID and location n data are
sufficient, and it does not need to be broadcasted first. Then A or B, preferably A,
construct a transaction TX2 that sends all coins from the 3CSm address back to the
1Bit address. Pay attention to modify the nLocktime lock time to a reasonable time,
for example, after one year of lock.
nLocktime, also known as LockTime or lock_time, is usually set to 0, indicating
that the transaction can be sent to the Bitcoin network at any time. If the value of
nLocktime is between 100 million and 500 million, it means that a block with a
block height greater than or equal to nLocktime can be written to the blockchain. If
the value of nLocktime exceeds 500 million, it means starting from January 1, 1970,
plus a time point after nLocktime seconds, that is, the Unix timestamp. For example,
January 1, 2017 is 1483200000, if it is earlier than that time Point, the transaction
will not be sent to the Bitcoin network. Also note that the sequence field cannot be
the maximum value of INT32 (0xffffffff), otherwise nLocktime will be ignored.
The transaction sent by A to B transaction TX2, after obtaining the signature,
broadcast TX1 to form a lightning payment channel
Send the above transaction TX2 to B, ask B to confirm that there is no problem
and then sign with the private key and send it back. After receiving the signature
from B, A uses his private key to sign again to see if it succeeds. If successful, the
previous transaction TX1 can be sent out to form a lightning-like payment channel.
The TX2 transaction in your hand is saved, and you may need to broadcast it to
retrieve it after the lock time has passed.
In fact, on the basis of certain trust in B, A can directly use the coin wallet
software to send coins to the 3CSm address instead of manually constructing the
transaction TX1 without broadcasting. Then let B use the information of the
transaction TX1 to construct a signed transaction with a locked time and send it
back to a 1Bit address, and send it to A after B's signature, so that A can keep it
properly. It can also form a lightning-like payment channel. The technical
requirements for A will be very low, but B must have enough credit. The previous
scheme does not require B to have any credit at all.
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After the lightning-like payment channel is established, when A needs to pay B
coins, then a one-to-two transaction TX3 sent from the 3CSm address to the 1Dog
address and the 1Bit address. Sign the signature with its private key and send it to B.
When B gets the signature transaction TX3, it is equivalent to confirming that he
has got the coin. And this speed can be achieved in seconds only by generating
transactions and transmitting strings, and even real-time payment can be achieved
under some tools.

2）High-frequency payment system

• Personal nodes: CryptoCoinPay will design personal distributed account
nodes for users based on blockchain nodes, that is, the unique ID of
CryptoCoinPay users, through the platform's built-in payment system, based
on the scalability and cross-chain of the Ethereum technology. Technology,
CryptoCoinPay platform users will be able to realize a global fast payment
system through the platform.
• Data collection: Through data collection, the platform will analyze the data of
22
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individual node users and build a trust system for users. All data information
will be based on the private data of personal user data. At the same time, in
the process of trust authentication, broadcasting, and transmission, data
desensitization and encryption are used to fully protect personal privacy and
data.
• Private key DApp: The financial transaction data of CryptoCoinPay users are
all mobile data through the personal private key DApp. All data will be
returned to individual user wallets through the verification of blockchain
technology and the confirmation of smart contracts, realizing trust, fairness,
and security. At the same time, the CryptoCoinPay platform has achieved
global cross-chain connection. All users can enjoy the fast transaction,
financial services, financial application data and other services provided by
global finance based on the CryptoCoinPay platform, and can also realize the
long-term exchange of digital assets for other blockchain digital assets.
Preservation, this model will make the commercialization of financial data
fairer, more durable, and long-term value-added benefits.
• Encrypted data: The encryption of user data on the CryptoCoinPay platform is
based on decentralized storage technology. For the security of all transaction
data processes, the platform will desensitize private information through
broadcasting. Let CryptoCoinPay users have no worries when authorizing
platform payments and financial service data usage.
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2.5 Risk control of payment system
Both the blockchain and the circulation and payment of encrypted digital
currencies are at a very early stage. Therefore, in order to achieve the safe
development of the CryptoCoinPay project, we provide a complete risk control
solution.
1) System risk control
• Database read-write separation mechanism: In the initial stage, system risk
control generally ensures the synchronization and read-write separation of the
payment system's database and risk control system data by establishing database
master-slave replication, read-write separation, sharding and other mechanisms.
System risk control generally only has access to read required customer/account
data, transaction payment data, so as to ensure the safety and reliability of account
data.
•

Cache/memory database mechanism: An efficient cache system is an

effective measure to improve performance. Generally, this mechanism will store
frequently used data in a cache system such as Redis. For example, data such as risk
control rules, risk control case base, intermediate result sets, black and white lists,
preprocessing results, transaction parameters, billing templates, clearing and
settlement rules, and profit sharing rules. For some high-frequency transactions,
based on performance considerations, memory databases are used for storage
(usually combined with SSD hard drives).
• RPC / SOA architecture: reduce the coupling degree of the transaction system
and system risk control. In the case of fewer system services in the early days,
messaging middleware such as RabbitMQ / ActiveMQ or RPC methods are
generally used directly to implement inter-system service calls. When system
services increase and service governance problems arise, SOA middleware such as
Dubbo will be used to implement system service calls.
• Composite Event Processing (CEP): Real-time/quasi-real-time payment risk
control. Compared with the purely rule-based processing model, the composite
event processing (CEP) model is adopted, which has better performance and
scalability.
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2) Operational risk control
Operational risk is the inherent risk of platform operation and management
activities. CryptoCoinPay regards operational risk management as an important
part of its own risk control system. The so-called operational risk refers to the risk of
loss due to imperfect or problematic internal procedures, personnel, and external
events. The CryptoCoinPay operational risk control system is based on a
comprehensive risk management framework, through comprehensive internal
supervision, to effectively identify, evaluate, detect, control, and report operational
risks, so as to ensure the normal, continuous and stable development of platform
business.
CryptoCoinPay has established a dedicated compliance and risk management
department responsible for the organization and implementation of specific
operational risk management tasks. Specific responsibilities include:
• Lead the organization to formulate, revise and improve various business
systems and procedures of the platform to effectively prevent operational risks.
• Assist related business and support departments to identify, evaluate, detect,
and control the operational risks of the corresponding lines or related departments.
•

Establish a mechanism for handling and accountability of platform

operational risks, as well as an accountability mechanism for operational risk losses.
• Regularly/irregularly conduct compliance inspections, analysis, evaluations,
and issue corresponding opinions and improvement requirements for various
business and support departments related to operational risk management work
and matters.
• Monitor the key risk indicators of each business line of the platform, and
update them regularly or irregularly in accordance with changes in regulatory
requirements and business development.
•

Regularly analyze and evaluate the management of operational risks in

related business lines, and collect and report operational risk time and loss data.
3) Product risk control
The first stage of product risk control mainly focused on due diligence before
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product launch, including the rationality test of historical data and parameters in
the database, and the use of historical payment data or standardized derivatives
and their market value to test the CryptoCoinPay model. , To judge the rationality of
its design.
The second phase of product risk control focuses on the stable operation of the
product. By formulating standard terms for the access of various payment and
financial products, setting up successively passed locks in the form of smart
contracts. After all products that have passed the audit are launched, The
decentralized data form of the blockchain is put on the shelves for sale, forming a
wealth management product library. Investors are free to choose products at this
stage. Each product will not mislead investors due to human background. The
descriptions of all listed products are supported by data generated after strict
intelligent review, and these data cannot be changed or changed permanently.
delete.

Chapter III CryptoCoinPay Technical System
3.1 System technology overview
The bottom layer of the CryptoCoinPay blockchain is supported by the
Ethereum public chain and consists of three levels: the management of the
participants, the blockchain layer, and the application layer. The payment system
consists of two sub-levels: verification nodes and voting nodes.
1) Participant management
Participants of the CryptoCoinPay system join the blockchain network in the
form of super nodes. Different business parties can join and exit according to their
needs. Super nodes communicate with each other to ensure the authenticity of the
deposit certificate carrier and deposit data. Through the effective formulation of
uniformly applicable transaction standards, STO gateways, smart contracts, etc., so
as to effectively link the identity functions and contract elements of each node in
different events.
2) Blockchain layer
Key technology: This part is the basic support for each module of the
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application service part.
Blockchain technology: including network structure, data structure, consensus
mechanism, signature verification, etc., is the basis of system operation.
Related technologies:
•

Data storage module: content-based addresses replace domain-based

addresses, that is, what the user is looking for is not an address but content stored
in a certain place. There is no need to verify the identity of the sender, but only the
hash of the content. , Through this, payment verification can be made faster, safer,
more robust, and more durable. At the same time, storage security protection
measures are provided to avoid data being forcibly stolen; and data access auditing
facilitates the traceability of data changes and circulation.
• Identity module: Perform blockchain authentication on users and devices,
register the validity of the logo, and manage the user’s identity, that is, the private
key. The system also includes access security functions as an important guarantee
for system security.
• Timestamp service: Provide a unified time service for the system.
•

Data encryption and decryption module: Provide data encryption and

decryption services for the system. The module should support national encryption
algorithms and pluggable encryption and decryption algorithms.
•

Client module: The client provides users with management and query

functions for accounts, blocks, nodes, and wallets, such as creating new accounts,
sending transactions, generating random seeds, obtaining block information, and
obtaining wallet status. All payment transactions go through the client, signed and
encrypted, and then sent to the blockchain.
•

P2P module: The P2P module connects each node and broadcasts

transactions and block related information throughout the network.
• Mempool module: transaction buffer pool, mempool stores transactions
from the RPC interface and transactions from P2P. The realization of Mempool is
mainly to solve the problem that the processing speed of the consensus module is
slower than that of the RPC module.
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3) Application layer
Application services are implemented and packaged for various service
modules based on the support provided by the key technologies of the
CryptoCoinPay system. Each service is composed of a set of related specifications,
processes and supporting interactive interfaces.
The application services of the blockchain layer of the CryptoCoinPay system
can be called to connect to specific business scenarios through secondary
development.

3.2 Technology Architecture
The CryptoCoinPay system is a high-speed, safe, and scalable digital currency
payment infrastructure, which consists of two layers: super nodes and storage
nodes. And through the support of Ethereum technology, it can process millions of
transaction services per second, and provide Dapp with unlimited storage capacity
through a secure decentralized cloud database.
The CryptoCoinPay architecture system consists of the following parts:
• A homogeneous multi-chain chain system that provides high TPS access
capabilities, cross-chain payment capabilities, etc.;
•

P2P network system CryptoCoinPay P2P, which provides addressing

capabilities at the network layer;
•

Multi-database cluster system, providing unlimited expansion of secure

encrypted data storage capacity;
•

The underlying structure support system of the CryptoCoinPay system,

including a block storage system and a distributed file system;
•

Attribute-based encryption authentication access system composed of
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multi-node consensus, database access control gateway;
• A data integrity verification organization composed of multiple validator
nodes;
• Self-adaptive probe system, providing memory data storage, performance
monitoring, security monitoring and Metrics data upload capabilities.
The core of the CryptoCoinPay system is the chain library separation
mechanism and functional sub-chain design. Decentralized applications can store
data on the chain and in the database system according to the different levels of
trust and public verification of the data. The CryptoCoinPay system provides
different types of data collaborative management at different levels. And, because
the

multi-database

cluster

system

is

a

Permissionless

environment.

The

CryptoCoinPay system has also completed an access control mechanism based on
attribute-based encryption of multiple authorized institutions, and a complete
proof of the possession of stored data.
The main reason for the design of chain library separation is to consider the
future upgrade and update of the system. Because the update of the blockchain
system will cause the system to fork, and in general, it will have an irreversible
impact on the entire economic system. Therefore, we deal with the main data The
ability is placed on the database system, and the access control system for the
database system is completed through the function sub-chain. The functional
sub-chain is designed for future scalability, and more to complete the two core
functions of the decentralized storage system: privacy protection and proof of data
possession. We have realized the access control function and encryption function
of

cloud

storage

data

through

an

efficient

multi-authorization

agency

attribute-based encryption scheme.
1) Account
CryptoCoinPay uses the concept of state to store a series of accounts, and each
account has identity authentication information and its own unique data. In
some cases, if there is a code that needs to be executed in the accepted
account, the transaction will trigger the execution of the code, then the
internal memory of the account may change, and additional information may
even be created and sent to other accounts, resulting in new The transaction
occurs.
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2) RLP encoding
RLP aims to be a highly simplified serialization format, and its sole purpose is to
store nested byte arrays. Unlike existing solutions such as protobuf BSON,
RLP does not define any specified data types-such as Boolean, 20floa, double
or integer. It simply stores the structure in the form of a nested array and
leaves it to the protocol to determine the meaning of the array. RLP also does
not explicitly support map collections. The semi-official suggestion is to use
nested arrays of [[kl, vl], [k2, v2],...] to represent the key-value pair collection
-kl,k2...according to the characters The standard sorting of strings.
The scheme with the same function as RLP is protobuf or BSON, which are
algorithms that have been used all the time. However, we prefer to use RLP
because:
• It is easy to implement;
• Absolutely guarantee byte consistency.

3.3

Security encryption algorithm

CryptoCoinPay chooses an encryption mechanism that complies with domestic
and international standards to encrypt various data. Payment data and transaction
information between users can only be viewed by both parties to the transaction
and users with corresponding permissions.
1) Private key (privatekey)
Non-public, it is a 256-bit random number, kept by the user and not open to
the public. The private key is usually randomly generated by the system. It is the
only proof of the user's account usage rights and the ownership of the assets in the
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account.
2) Public key (publickey)
It is public, and every private key has a matching public key. The ECC public key
can be generated from the private key through a one-way, deterministic algorithm.
Currently commonly used schemes include: secp256r1 (international standard) and
secp256k1 (bitcoin standard). CryptoCoinPay control chain and initial data chain
choose secp256r1 as the key scheme.
3) Encryption
CryptoCoinPay uses asymmetrically encrypted digital signature technology to
ensure that business requests are not tampered with during transmission, and the
consensus mechanism ensures that the data of each node is consistent. The stored
data records are verified through the self-verification system in the node and the
quasi-real-time multi-node system to ensure that the stored data records cannot
be tampered with.
The self-verification of nodes means that CryptoCoinPay uses a block chain
structure to store data records, in which tampering with data will destroy the
integrity of the block chain structure, and the system can quickly verify it and
restore data from other nodes. In addition, each accounting node of CryptoCoinPay
has its own private key, and each block records the signature of the node's private
key, and the modification of the data in the block can be verified by the signature.
Punctual multi-node data verification is when the private key of a node is stolen,
and malicious users have the possibility to modify all data on the ledger chain.
CryptoCoinPay provides a punctual multi-node data comparison mechanism that
can discover a node's ledger in time Data has been tampered with.

3.4 P2P protocol
On CryptoCoinPay, each node (client) uses the P2P protocol for message
broadcast interaction. For the data block of CryptoCoinPay, the P2P protocol
adopted is a standard encrypted currency protocol. The core feature of the
protocol is the introduction of the "ghost" protocol. The control block of
CryptoCoinPay uses the standard P2P protocol and does not support the
"ghost" protocol. The client usually works in a guard state. In this state, the
work performed by the client includes:
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• Invoke the network daemon to maintain connections and send messages
regularly;
• Obtain current block information and related block information;
•

Obtain industrial manufacturing parameters and analyze the industrial
manufacturing parameters according to the standard model to determine
whether to submit updated parameters.

3.5 Malicious attack prevention and punishment
mechanism

Each height block in the PoD has a consensus validity period. If a certain height
is more than 100 from the latest height, all blocks of that height will be considered
expired during the consensus process, then all new blocks on these blocks
Consensus activities will be ignored directly.
Therefore, it is almost impossible to complete a long-range attack in PoD, but
there is still the possibility of launching a short-range attack within the validity
period. The short-range attacker, Attacker, attempts to forge chain A to replace
chain B as the authority chain when the block with high H+1 has not expired.
Attacker needs to make block A1 score higher than B1. Since multiple investments
will be severely punished, Attacker will inevitably have to bribe verifiers, otherwise
short-range attacks cannot be completed. In order to demonstrate the security of
the PoD consensus algorithm, the following analysis separately analyzes the price
that the Attacker needs to pay when different numbers of blocks are invalidated. If
Attacker wants to invalidate B1, the minimum cost situation is as shown in the
figure below, which is quite a double-spending attack. Fortunately, Attacker has
become a block proposer with a height of H+1, and then at least 1/3 of the
verification of dynasty D0 needs to be bribed Those who cast more to make A1
reach finality, the minimum cost is 1/3 of all deposits.
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If Attacker wants to invalidate B1-B2, assuming that both B1 and B2 have
reached the finality, and the transactions in the block have been valid, in order to
invalidate these transactions, two situations are considered.
The first one is shown in the figure below. The heights H+1 and H+2 are in the
same Epoch and have the same dynasty. Then Attacker first needs to bribe 1/3 of
the verifiers in D0 to make A1 reach finality. At this time, this 1/3 The verifier of will
be punished, and the deposit will be fined.
In the verification of A2, the total deposit total is only 2/3 of A1. At this time,
Attacker wants A2 to reach the committee vote of the same value as B2, and needs
to bribe all the validators who have not cheated. Together, they need to lose at least
the total deposit. Even so, there is no guarantee that A1 scores higher than B1, and
the risk of attack failure is high.
The second situation is shown in the figure below. The heights H+1 and H+2
happen to be in different Epochs, and the dynasties are not the same. At this time,
Attacker needs to bribe 1/3 of D0 to make A1 reach finality, and then bribe D1 1/3
of the total to make A2 reach finality, and at least 2/3 of the total deposit is required
to complete an attack like this. In summary, if you want to launch a short-range
attack and cause two finality blocks to fail, at least 2/3 of the total deposit is
required.
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If Attacker wants to invalidate B1-B3, as shown in the figure below, Attacker
first needs to bribe 1/3 of D0 to complete the finality of A1, then bribe 1/3 of D1 to
complete the finality of A2, and finally need to bribe D1 The remaining 2/3 of all
people to complete the final A3, in summary, at least 4/3 of the total deposit will be
lost. It will be very difficult to complete these attack preparations, and even if you
are lucky enough to do it, you may not be able to guarantee that A1 scores higher
than B1, and the attack may fail.
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Chapter IV CCP Token Economic Model
Design
4.1 Issuance and distribution of CCP tokens
CCP is the official token issued by CryptoCoinPay based on the ERC20 protocol
standard, and is a digital cryptocurrency asset circulating around the world. CCP
tokens are used on the platform for merchants who support CryptoCoinPay or
private trading transactions.
In the first stage, CCP will be generated on Ethereum based on smart contracts;
The second stage will be self-generated based on its own public chain and will
be used as the only basic digital currency of CryptoCoinPay for payment,
settlement, trading and smart contract performance. At the same time, CCP can
realize exchange and circulation with mainstream legal currency, and has both
circulation value and investment value.
Total circulation of CCP: 580 million
Distribution plan: reward mechanism 20%, private equity 30% (held by fund
companies and venture capital companies), operating team 10%, liquid mining 25%,
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airdrop 5%, foundation holding 10%

When the CryptoCoinPay ecosystem is formed, universal payments and
cross-chain payments have become high-frequency events. At this time, the
demand for CCP from all parties continues to increase. CCP holders have the
original distribution right of the development direction of the platform. After the
CCP goes online, the CryptoCoinPay platform will not only continuously strengthen
the leadership of the CCP incentive model, but will also continue to release new
technologies and applications on the chain to fully expand the ecological structure
of CryptoCoinPay and enrich the vitality of CCP.

4.2 The value of CCP
1) The basic value of CCP
As an encrypted digital currency with high application value, CCP will achieve
functions similar to currency. Generally speaking, currency has four major
functions: value storage, exchange medium, accounting unit, and deferred
payment standard. In order to meet the above functions, CCP specifically
designed the following features:
• Stores of value: Stores of value refer to assets that can preserve their value,
and assets that will not depreciate significantly over time. CCP is a payment
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medium, and its design makes it possible to ensure stable and steady price
increases even in a volatile market.
• Medium of exchange: The medium of exchange refers to all things that can
represent value standards and are used to promote the sale, purchase or
exchange (transaction) of goods or services. In different types of transactions
around the world, CCP can be used to complete transactions.
• Accounting unit: The accounting unit is a standardized value measurement
used in the pricing of goods and services. Although CCP has not yet become
a standard value measurement outside the blockchain, it will serve as a unit
of account in the CryptoCoinPay platform and some cooperative dApps.

2) Application value of CCP
Based on the basic function design of CCP, we can clearly see that CCP will play
a greater role in the fields of transaction, payment, and investment, and it will
also enter all aspects of society in the future:
Transaction area
• Users can use CCP to replace legal currency for transactions, realizing P2P
cash;
• Users can use CCP instead of legal currency to trade with other digital
currencies;
• Users can trade other digital currencies as CCP to avoid the risk of price
drops.
Payment field
• Greatly save payment time, especially in cross-border payments;
• Transaction records are stored on the blockchain for better tracking;
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• Effectively reduce the payment cost in the cryptocurrency payment scenario.
Investment areas
• Mortgage other encrypted assets to obtain CCP for investment and financial
management, and enjoy the double appreciation of assets;
• Transaction records are stored on the blockchain and cannot be tampered
with, avoiding accounting disputes;
• Combine CCP and IEO to reduce the risk of ICO;
• Use the features of CCP to develop blockchain-based loans, derivatives,
prediction markets, and other long-term smart contracts that require price
stability.

3) Circulation value
The circulation value of CCP is reflected in the following aspects:
• Ecological circulation: Based on the CryptoCoinPay ecosystem, many physical
applications will be derived.
• Exchange circulation: When the CCP is launched on the exchange, it can be
exchanged with all digital currencies, supporting circulation and payment in all
aspects of the ecosystem, such as receipts and payments, transfers, legal currency
transactions, deposits, withdrawals, currency voting, STO All circulation transactions
such as gateways, coin distribution, lending, charity, games, shopping malls, etc.
• Fiat currency settlement: and settlement with the legal currency of countries
around the world.
• Third-party circulation: In addition to the circulation in the CCP ecosystem, it
will also be circulated in third-party applications developed based on Ethereum
technology, and it will exist as the only value token. This will accelerate the
circulation of CCP, add more circulation value attributes to scarce CCP, and increase
the overall value and price.
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4) Consumption payment
Ordinary consumers can use CCP for consumer shopping, including online
shopping and offline physical store shopping. At the same time, it can also be used
as a basic means of cross-border payment. So as to bring more benefits to yourself.
When CCP and the global mainstream platform are connected, consumers can
enjoy the wider global convenience of purchasing all kinds of goods brought by
CCP.
5) Global Trade Finance
Establish alliance chains between suppliers, purchasers, banks and other trade
finance participants, and record the qualifications of trade entities, multi-frequency
transaction information, commodity circulation information, etc. through the
blockchain, so that both trading parties and banks can share the truth in an open,
transparent and safe manner. Trustworthy information. For large enterprises in the
supply chain, banks can use this to enrich the financing risk control model, reduce
the workload of offline manual collection and confirmation of the authenticity of
information, and carry out financing services under the assessment of movable
assets. For small and medium enterprises upstream and downstream of the supply
chain that have financing difficulties, they can obtain credit endorsements based on
the subject qualification certification provided by the blockchain and the
multi-frequency transaction information certification with large enterprises to
alleviate financing difficulties. And CCP can be used as the main digital currency of
trade financing to realize barrier-free exchange with global mainstream legal
currencies, and realize more convenient trade financing functions.
6) Versatility
CryptoCoinPay can adapt to diversified business needs and meet the data
sharing on the business chain of cross-enterprise. This means that CryptoCoinPay
has sufficient generality and standards for the data recording method, and can
express various structured and unstructured information, and It can meet the
cross-chain requirements that are required as the business scope expands. This
provides a value foundation for the versatility of CCP. Let CCP circulate more calmly
in various industries and various scenarios around the world.
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4.3 CCP promotes the flow of value without borders
In the CryptoCoinPay application ecosystem, we take CCP tokens as the center,
give full play to the advantages of the value transfer protocol in the payment field,
and realize the implementation of a global, faster and low-cost financial system of
payment, clearing, and exchange. This system supports various types of currencies
and will make Internet payment as easy and convenient as Email.
Based on this financial system, CCP will be introduced into the three-party
entity industry to build a bridge of "real world-blockchain world-real world", and
establish a global CCP circulation value-added ecology. In the CCP circulation
value-added ecology, the identity information of participants can be managed
through smart contracts to provide organizations and individuals in the system
with better financial, transaction payment, clearing and settlement services.
In the consumption scenario, CCP closely connects "blockchain + finance +
entity + consumption" in a new way to form an unprecedented application ecology
in the digital world. "Blockchain+finance+entity+consumption" forms a vertically
integrated

closed-loop

ecological

chain.

Blockchain,

finance,

and

entity+consumption each form a horizontally expanding open ecosystem. The
ecological chain and the ecosystem are intertwined to form a matrix structure. ,
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Which together constitute a complete value loop closed loop of CCP.
In the financial scenario, CCP tokens will take finance as the core, based on
barrier-free payment, cross-border transaction settlement, and full currency
(including digital currency and legal currency) exchange, and drive breakthroughs
in other industries from financial innovation. With the popularization of CCP token
application and the improvement of social awareness, it will gradually penetrate
into various fields of society, such as blockchain online finance, enterprise option
distribution, supply chain finance, DeFi, etc., realizing unlimited value-added
potential.
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Chapter V CryptoCoinPay LTD
5.1 About CryptoCoinPay LTD
CryptoCoinPay LTD (foundation company, hereinafter referred to as the
"foundation") as the advocacy entity of the CryptoCoinPay project, is committed to
the development and construction of the CryptoCoinPay project and advocacy and
promotion of governance transparency, and promotes the safe and harmonious
development of the open source ecological community.
The foundation team entrusts a credible third-party organization to assist the
team in setting up an operation center entity, and maintain the daily operation and
reporting affairs of the entity structure on behalf of the team. Through the
foundation, select appropriate community participating members, join the
foundation functional committee, and jointly participate in actual management and
decision-making.
The organizational structure of the foundation proposes a combination of
professional committees and functional departments to deal with daily work and
special issues. This section will introduce in detail the responsibilities of the
foundation's functional committees and main functional departments. The
establishment of the foundation refers to the operation of traditional entities, and
various functional committees will be established, including the strategic
decision-making committee, the technical review committee, the remuneration and
nomination committee, and the public relations committee. The organizational
structure of the foundation includes:
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5.2 Foundation governance principles
The design objectives of the foundation's governance structure mainly consider
the sustainability of project development, the effectiveness of strategy formulation,
the effectiveness of management, risk management and control, and the efficient
operation of the project. The foundation puts forward the following principles in
terms of governance structure:
1) Convergence of centralized governance and distributed architecture
Although there have been arguments advocating that the blockchain is an
autonomous community system with "decentralization" or "distribution" as the
core, we believe that complete decentralization may bring absolute "fairness" or
more "Inefficient". Therefore, the foundation will still absorb certain core ideas of
centralized governance in the management structure, including the highest
decision-making authority of the strategic decision-making committee and the
centralized discussion power of major issues, so as to improve the efficiency of the
operation of the entire community.
2) Coexistence of functional committees and functional units
Under daily affairs, the foundation will set up permanent functional units, such
as R&D department, market development department, operation department,
finance and human resources department, etc., to handle current affairs. At the
same time, a professional functional committee is set up to make decisions on
important functions of the foundation. Unlike functional units, functional
committees exist in a virtual structure, and committee members can come from all
over the world and do not need to work full-time. However, they must meet the
expert qualification requirements of the committee and be able to promise to
attend and express opinions when the committee needs to conduct discussions.
The functional committee will also set up a regular meeting system to ensure the
effective advancement of major decision-making matters.
3) Risk-oriented governance principles
In the process of researching and determining the strategic development and
decision-making of the foundation and the project, risk management will be set as
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the first important element. As a computer technology with great revolutionary
significance, the development of blockchain is still in its infancy, so it is particularly
important to grasp its development trend. The principle of risk management is to
first ensure that when the foundation makes important decisions, it fully considers
the risk factors, risk items, and the possibility and impact of their occurrence, and
formulates corresponding response strategies through decision-making. So as to
ensure that the development and iteration of the CryptoCoinPay project are on the
right path.
4) Coexistence of technology and business
The CryptoCoinPay project adheres to the close integration of technology and
business as its purpose to promote the implementation of blockchain technology in
the global payment market. The establishment of the foundation also follows this
principle. Even if the foundation exists in the form of a non-profit organization, the
foundation hopes to gain the greatest recognition from the business world, to win
the benefits of commercial applications, and to feed back to the foundation and the
community to further promote the development of the foundation and the
CryptoCoinPay project And upgrade.
5) Transparency and supervision
With reference to the governance experience of the traditional business world,
the foundation also plans to set up special monitoring and reporting channels. The
designated personnel in the strategic decision-making committee are used as
windows, and community participants are welcome to participate in management,
participate in the supervision of operations, and be able to report "discovered
matters" quickly and confidentially. These matters include but are not limited to:
new breakthroughs or suggestions that have a significant impact on the foundation
or blockchain technology, community operation issues, crisis information,
reporting of fraud or fraud, etc.
The foundation will announce a unified information collection window, and at
the same time ensure the privacy protection of the reporter's information. At the
same time, the foundation also discloses and reports on the operation of the
foundation and the progress of the project to all parties involved in the community
through regular reports and irregular news releases.
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5.3 Risk assessment and decision-making

As an innovative technology, blockchain is not only a subversive breakthrough
in the core computer technology, but also an innovation in an industry field.
Therefore, the importance of the risk management system is self-evident.
The foundation upholds the establishment of a risk-oriented and sustainable
blockchain community. The foundation will carry out continuous risk management
for the operation of the foundation. Including a series of activities such as the
establishment of risk system, risk assessment, and risk response. For major risks, it
is necessary for the Foundation's Strategic Decision Committee to discuss and
make decisions.
The foundation will classify events according to the characteristics of the event,
such as the degree of impact of the event, the scope of influence, the amount of
affected tokens, and the probability of occurrence, and make decisions based on
priority. For events with high priority, the relevant committee of the foundation will
be organized to make decisions as soon as possible.
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Chapter VII Disclaimer
Nothing in this white paper constitutes legal, financial, commercial or tax
advice. You should consult your own legal, financial, commercial or other
professional advisers before participating in any activities related to this.
Foundation staff, project R&D team members, third-party R&D organizations,
and service providers do not need to be liable for direct or indirect damages and
losses that may result from the use of this white paper.
This white paper is for general information reference only, and does not
constitute any offer to solicit investment, or to sell any products, articles or assets
(whether digital assets or other assets). The following information may not be
exhaustive and does not imply any elements related to the contract.
The white paper cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the
information, nor does it guarantee or promise to provide an explanation of the
accuracy and completeness of the information. In the case that this white paper
contains information obtained from a third party, the foundation and the team
have not independently verified the accuracy and completeness of such
information. In addition, what you need to understand is that the surrounding
environment and conditions may change at any time, so this white paper may be
out of date as a result, and the foundation has no obligation to update or correct
the content and documents related to this.
Any part of this white paper does not constitute and will not constitute any
offer by the foundation, distributors, and any sales team (as defined in this
agreement), nor can the content stated in the white paper be used as any contract
and investment decision-making authority. The basis of dependence.
Nothing contained in this white paper can be used as a statement, promise or
guarantee of future performance. By accessing and using this white paper or any of
its content, you will provide the foundation, its affiliates and your team with the
following guarantees:
In any decision to purchase CryptoCoinPay, you have not relied on any
statement in this white paper; you will voluntarily bear the cost and ensure
compliance with all laws, regulatory requirements and restrictions that apply to you
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(as the case may be); you acknowledge and understand And agree that
CryptoCoinPay may not have any value, does not guarantee nor represents any
value and circulation attributes, and cannot be used for speculation-related
investments; the foundation and its affiliates and team members are not
responsible for the value, transferability, or transferability of CryptoCoinPay.
Liquidity and any market that provides CryptoCoinPay through a third party or
other means is responsible or liable; you acknowledge, understand and agree that
if you are a citizen, national, or resident (tax or other related ), a green card holder
of your place of residence or country, you will not be eligible to purchase any
CryptoCoinPay:
• The sale of CryptoCoinPay may be defined or interpreted as the sale of
securities (whatever the name) or investment products;
• The law prohibits contacting and participating in the sale of CryptoCoinPay
or the countries and regions where CryptoCoinPay is prohibited by laws, policies,
regulations, treaties or administrative regulations.
The foundation and the team will not and do not intend to make any
statements, guarantees and promises to any entity or individual, and hereby
declare that it will not bear any responsibility (including but not limited to the
accuracy of the content of this white paper and the content of any other materials
published by the foundation) Security, completeness, timeliness and reliability).
To the maximum extent permitted by law, the foundation, related entities and
service providers shall not be liable for any use of the content of the white paper,
related materials released by the foundation, or related content displayed in other
forms (including but not limited to any errors or omissions). Content) Liability for
indirect, special, incidental, indirect or other forms of damage caused by
infringement, contract disputes or other forms (including but not limited to any
resulting liability for breach of contract or negligence, Any loss of income and
profits, as well as loss of usage and data). Potential buyers should carefully consider
and evaluate all risks and uncertainties (including financial, legal and uncertain risks)
related to sales, foundations, distributors and teams.
The information provided in this white paper is for community discussion only
and is not legally binding. No one is obliged to enter into any contract and binding
legal commitment for the acquisition of CryptoCoinPay. In addition, this white
paper will not accept any virtual currency or other forms of payment. The purchase
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and sale agreement of CryptoCoinPay and the long-term continuous holding of
CryptoCoinPay are subject to a set of independent terms or a purchase agreement
containing relevant terms and conditions (as the case may be). These terms and
conditions will be provided to you separately or can be obtained from the website.
If there is any inconsistency between these terms and conditions and this white
paper, please refer to these terms and conditions.
Regulators have not reviewed or approved any of the information listed in this
white paper, and there is no requirement or will be required to do so in the laws,
regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution
or dissemination of this white paper does not mean that the requirements or rules
of applicable laws and regulations have been fulfilled and complied with.
This is just a conceptual white paper to describe the long-term development
goals of CryptoCoinPay to be developed. This white paper may be revised or
replaced from time to time. There is no obligation to update the white paper and
provide the audience with other information beyond the scope of this white paper.
All statements, press releases and publicly accessible statements contained in
this white paper, as well as oral statements that the Foundation and the
CryptoCoinPay team may make, may constitute forward-looking statements
(including related statements of intent and comments on current market conditions,
business strategies and plans). , Financial status, specific regulations and risk
management decision-making confidence and expectations). Please be careful not
to rely too much on these forward-looking statements, because these statements
involve known and unknown risks, uncertain risks and other factors, which may
cause actual future results to be materially different from those described in these
forward-looking statements At the same time, it needs to be explained that there is
no independent third party to review and judge the reasonableness of these
statements and assumptions.
These forward-looking statements are only applicable to the date shown in this
white paper. The Foundation and the CryptoCoinPay team expressly state that they
will not be liable (whether express or implied) for the consequences or events
arising from and arising from the revision of these forward-looking statements
after this date. Show).
The name or trademark of any company or platform used here (except for the
content related to the foundation or its affiliates) does not imply any association
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with or endorsement of these third-party platforms and companies. The specific
companies and platforms mentioned in this white paper are for reference and
explanation purposes only. This white paper may be translated into languages 



other than Chinese. If there is a conflict or ambiguity between the Chinese version
of this white paper and the translated version, the Chinese version shall prevail. You
acknowledge that you have read and understood the Chinese version of this white
paper. Without the prior written permission of the Foundation, no part of this white
paper may be copied, reprinted, distributed or transmitted in any way.
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